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Guide To Dueling Legislation

For Semi-Finals Instead of having “aff” and “neg” sides  Debaters will be Affirmative on one of two bills,

we call this Dueling Legislation.

With the concept of dueling legislation, it is not merely enough to simply prove that your side is good, or

that the other side is bad.  The dueling legislation format makes your ability to effectively lay out a

counternarrative of great consequence, as a debater you must not only be able to explain why the other

bill is bad, or why your bill is good, but also effectively explain why the world created under your bill is

better than under the other bill.

Weighing is Critical under this format

- For perhaps one side’s impact regarding unemployment is that 4,000,000 jobs are created,

and the other side’s impact is that 200,000 jobs are created. The first side wins on

magnitude because it is more powerful of an impact. Sometimes, it will not be as direct of

a comparison. But for example, if one bill had the impact of creating 10,000 jobs, and the

other had the impact of solving climate change forever, the two bills are not operating in

the scope, but an argument can clearly be made that the second win on magnitude. In

addition to this one may also mitigate the harm done on their side by proving that the

negative impacts coming as a result of their bill are much less severe than those coming

from the opposing bill.



Nuclear New Deal Act (N.N.D.A)
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BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

SECTION 1. The united states will take the following action to create a nuclear-powered

New deal for America

A. 50 Billion dollars in categorical grants will be made available to

corporations,  state, and or municipal agencies for the creation and development

of Nuclear power plants.

B. 105 Billion dollars will be appropriated for the creation of new Inter-City

Rail systems throughout the nation.

C. 13 billion dollars in energy bill credits will be created for American citizens

with a household income of fewer than 50,000 dollars.

D. 20  billion dollars will be appropriated for research into nuclear energy.

SECTION 2.. “Inter-City Rail” Shall be defined as passenger rail lines that travel at speeds

of at least 75 miles per hour on average and at a maximum of 145 miles per

hour

SECTION 3. The Department of Energy will be  Tasked with the enforcement of Sections

1A, 1D, and 1C. The Department of Transportation will be charged with the

enforcement of Section 1B.

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on August 13th, 2023.

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by The Presidential Commission On American Rebirth



Modernize The Deal Act (M.T.D.A)
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BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT:

SECTION 1. The United States must modernize, protect, defend, and repair its existing

infrastructure.

A. 85 billion dollars in categorical grants for the modernization of existing Metro

systems will be created in order to assist transit authorities with meeting demand

and increasing reliability.

B. 45 billion dollars will be appropriated for the cyber defense of existing

infrastructure. in order to combat acts of “cyber terrorism” against American

Infrastructure.

C. 13 billion dollars will be appropriated for the repair of Major bridges throughout

the nation.

D. 10 billion Dollars will be appropriated for Research into renewable energy

excluding nuclear.

SECTION 2. “Metro systems” will be defined as a form of Mass Rapid transit (MRT) such

as the New York Subway or the  London Underground.

SECTION 3.

A. The Department of Transportation will be charged with the

enforcement of Sections 1A and 1C. The Department of Homeland Security

and the Department of Defence will share enforcement authority over

Section 1B. The Department of Energy will be tasked will the enforcement

of Section 1D.

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on August 26th, 2023.

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.

Introduced for Congressional Debate by The Presidential commission on American Renewal


